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RELATED READING LIST
The following annotated reading list was developed by advisors Llyr Heller (Los Angeles 

Public Library) and Emily Mazzoni (Monroe Township Public Library) to offer additional sup-

port for the “Imagining Tomorrow” series. Great Stories Club program hosts are encouraged 

to recommend these titles for additional thematic exploration; plan supplemental programs 

using the list; or use project or local funding to expand the series to include discussion of one 

or more of these additional titles. 

RELATED READING LIST TO GO WITH

Victories Greater Than Death by Charlie Jane Anders 

The Disasters by M.K. England

England’s debut sf adventure has much to recommend: nonstop cinematic action, 
unabashed embracing of STEM (video games to physics), strong feminist messages, and 
great diversity of characters (in ethnicity as well as gender and sexual identity). When 
hotshot pilot Nasir Alexander Hall (Nax) is rejected from Ellis Station Academy, he meets 
three other rejects while waiting for a shuttle home: British would-be politician Rion, genius 
navigator Case, and Russian-Kazakhstani soccer star and med student Zinaida. A sudden massacre 
of station personnel inspires the four to flee the station in a stolen shuttle. Crash-landing on a 
nearby colony, they are rescued by Asra Haque, who has her own reasons for wanting to leave 
the colony and have access to an amazingly fast ship. So begins a wild journey to save Earth 
from a nefarious plot and secure their own freedom and futures. The five form tight bonds, and 
a satisfying happy ending hints at more adventures of the VSS Swift Kick to come. Fans of Firefly, 
Star Wars, and space westerns will be happy to hear it. —Debbie Carton for Booklist

#Science Fiction, #Space, #Queer

https://www.booklistonline.com/The-Disasters-/pid=9516167
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Gearbreakers by Zoe by Hana Mikuta

Godolia enslaves and controls its populace using Windups, towering godlike “mecha” piloted by 
altered humans trained at the elite Academy. Sona is one of these pilots, implanted with wrist 
ports and an unmistakable glowing red eye that connect her to her Valkyrie. But Sona has a 
secret: she joined the Academy in hopes of destroying Godolia from within. Eris is the leader of a 
crew of teenage Gearbreakers, renegades from the Badlands trained to take down Windups from 
the inside. After Eris is captured and brought to the capital for questioning under torture, Sona 
rescues her and pleads to join her crew. What neither expects is their growing attraction. Human 
connections sustain this dark, action-packed debut, both in the tenderness between Sona and 
Eris and the familial bickering that animates Eris’s crew in the midst of desperation, loss, and 
betrayal. The world building in this vaguely Asian, far-future dystopia leaves several questions 
unanswered, but its young author keeps the stakes high and uses popular tropes to great effect. 
The twist ending will propel its readers into the sequel. —Angela Carstensen for Booklist

#Science Fiction, #Space, #Queer, #Asian

Tales of Fearless Girls by Isabel Otter

Throughout history, stories were passed down through the oral tradition. And often, the female 
characters in these stories were viewed as weak, vain, jealous, or just plain boring! This enchanting 
anthology of 20 forgotten fairy tales features stories of strong girls from different cultures 
around the world. Every tale features a female heroine who approaches life with humor, wit, 
cunning, and bravery. The collection includes stories from countries such as Mexico, Scotland, 
Siberia, Iran, Japan, China, Nigeria, Spain, Italy, Germany, India, and more. Includes a story map, 
background information on the stories, talking points, and an index. —Linden Tree Books

#Fantasy, #Fairy tales

The Abyss Surrounds Us by Emily Skrutskie

Decades before Cassandra Leung was born, the world flooded and countries and continents 
separated, leaving everything covered in water and forcing a new way of life upon all who came 

Related 
reading, 

continued

https://www.booklistonline.com/Gearbreakers/pid=9747462
https://www.lindentreebooks.com/tales-of-fearless-girls.html
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after. Cas was raised as a Reckoner trainer, destined to bond with a Reckoner (a genetically 
modified sea monster) named Durga, whom she will lead in battle against pirates that are part 
and parcel of life on the sea. But their first time out, Durga is killed and Cas kidnapped by a 
pirate queen for her skills with the monsters, even though she should have sunk to the bottom 
of the NeoPacific. Under the threat of certain death, she must train a new Reckoner, named Bao, 
to defend the pirates against anyone they consider an enemy. She might gain friends, or she 
might die trying. This is a solid, well-crafted, new adventure story with an interesting, unusual 
hook. Cas is a tough heroine worth rooting for, and the sea monsters themselves, not the most 
common of beasts, are sure to pull interest. —Stacey Comfort for Booklist

#Science Fiction, #Space, #Queer, #Romance

Crier’s War by Nina Varela

In a world where alchemy has led to the creation of Automae—humanoid beings who are faster, 
stronger, and smarter than humans—Ayla is a servant, living each day for the sole purpose of 
seeking revenge for her family’s death at the order of the Automae king. By killing the king’s 
daughter, Lady Crier, Ayla will finally see justice for her family. When Ayla accidentally saves 
Lady Crier’s life and is appointed as her handmaiden, it seems like the perfect opportunity. 
However, Ayla didn’t count on Crier’s curiosity, her kindness, or her passion for improving the 
human condition. Crier is meant to marry Kinok, the leader of a radical Automae group the 
king wishes to keep under his thumb. However, Crier finds herself drawn to Ayla, the brazen 
human with dark eyes. As the relationship between Crier and Ayla grows more complicated, a 
plot begins to unfold that could put the entire kingdom at stake. Rife with mystery, romantic 
tension, and political intrigue, Varela’s debut novel is perfect for readers craving queer fantasy 
with dense world building. —Rebecca Gonner for Booklist

#Science Fiction, #Fantasy, #Queer, #BIPOC

Related 
reading, 

continued

https://www.booklistonline.com/The-Abyss-Surrounds-Us/pid=7823127
https://www.booklistonline.com/Crier-s-War/pid=9720590
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RELATED READING LIST TO GO WITH 

Across a Field of Starlight by Blue Delliquanti

Parable of the Sower by Octavia E. Butler, Damien Duffy and John Jennings

In this graphic-novel adaptation of Octavia E. Butler’s Parable of the Sower by Damian Duffy 
and John Jennings, the award-winning team behind Kindred: A Graphic Novel Adaptation, 
the author portrays a searing vision of America’s future. In the year 2024, the country is 
marred by unattended environmental and economic crises that lead to social chaos. Lauren 
Olamina, a preacher’s daughter living in Los Angeles, is protected from danger by the walls of her 
gated community. However, in a night of fire and death, what begins as a fight for survival soon 
leads to something much more: a startling vision of human destiny . . . and the birth of a new faith. 
—Abrams Books

#Science Fiction, #Graphic Novel, #Classic, #BIPOC, #Adaptation

Always Human by Ari North

In the near-future, people use technology to give the illusion of all kinds of body modifications—
but some people have “Egan’s Syndrome,” a highly sensitive immune system that rejects these 
“mods” and are unable to use them. Those who are affected maintain a “natural” appearance, 
reliant on cosmetics and hair dye at most to help them play with their looks. Sunati is attracted 
to Austen the first time she sees her and is drawn to what she assumes is Austen’s bravery and 
confidence to live life unmodded. When Sunati learns the truth, she’s still attracted to Austen 
and asks her on a date. Gradually, their relationship unfolds as they deal with friends, family, 
and the emotional conflicts that come with every romance. Together, they will learn and grow 
in a story that reminds us no matter how technology evolves, we will remain… always human. 
Rendered in beautiful detail and an extraordinary color palette, Always Human is a sweet love 
story told in a gentle sci-fi setting by a queer woman cartoonist, Ari North. —Little Bee Books

#Science Fiction, #Graphic Novel, #Queer

https://www.abramsbooks.com/product/parable-of-the-sower-a-graphic-novel-adaptation_9781419754050/
https://littlebeebooks.com/books/always-human-hc/
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After the Rain by Nnedi Okorafor and John Jennings

Through a visit to her grandma and grand-aunt in a small Nigerian village, hard-edged Chicago 
cop Chioma connects to her past and her Nigerian heritage. In this comics adaptation of a short 
story by Okorafor, the descriptions of environmental horror and healing come alive through 
a harrowing visual interpretation. After witnessing intense violence against a young boy in 
Chicago, Chioma is with her family and readjusting to the rhythms of her family’s village in 
Nigeria. She continually comes across strange fauna, even falling into a portal between worlds 
on her walk home from the market. Hinting at this slipperiness between worlds, Brame uses the 
negative space of panel borders to include drawings of Chioma’s current location and mental 
state, from the plants and animals of the rural Nigerian village to the dark cityscape of Chicago. 
The unusual force that gets lizards to follow Chioma catches up with her and compels her to 
confront memories long buried. This exploration of trauma and family history through the body 
is perfectly adapted to the graphic medium. —Julia Rittenberg for Booklist

#Graphic Novel, #Horror, #Environmental, #Adaptation, #BIPOC

Decelerate Blue by Adam Rapp

On the solid foundation of the dystopian genre’s great forebear, George Orwell’s 1984, Rapp 
constructs a frighteningly familiar world just a few ticks ahead of our own. Angela, a 15-year-
old model of social discontent, is trapped in a culture in which all discourse and technology 
are devoted to speeding things up, allowing corporate masters to control a population too busy 
moving to slow down and think. Hope emerges in the form of an underground movement devoted 
to deceleration, in which Angela finds love with another female rebel. But, as in the tradition of 
classic dystopias, both hope and love are doomed. Rapp’s characters are mainly boiled down to 
their motivations, but Cavallaro’s sharp, slim-lined cartooning imbues a helping of personality, 
and his brisk, inventive page compositions keep visual interest high. Rapp uses clever linguistic 
devices to help define this oppressive culture, and the very structure of the form strengthens 
the visual metaphor, with word balloons sharply contrasted to indicate social outlook and the 

Related 
reading, 

continued

https://www.booklistonline.com/After-the-Rain-/pid=9742288
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infrequent use of color as a symbol for the transcendent freedom that seems so painfully beyond 
reach. —Jesse Karp for Booklist

#Science Fiction, #Dystopia, #Graphic Novel, #Queer

The Darkness Outside Us by Eliot Schrefer

Seventeen-year-old Ambrose is on an interplanetary mission to rescue his older sister Minerva, 
whose earlier solo mission to Saturn’s moon Titan seems to have failed. With him is 18-year-
old, enigmatic Kodiak. The two boys are representatives of their respective countries, which 
are engaged in a cold war. Despite that, Ambrose finds himself immediately emotionally and 
physically attracted to Kodiak, who, nevertheless, remains cold—until, well, he isn’t. Their ship 
is guided by a seemingly omniscient operating system (think HAL in 2001: A Space Odyssey) that 
appears dedicated to their survival, but is it? When something disastrous occurs and a shocking 
secret is revealed, the boys’ lives will change forever. Readers of this exciting yet thoughtful 
exercise will willingly suspend their disbelief that such a rescue mission would be conducted 
by only two people and Minerva’s mission by only her. Everything else that happens in this 
otherwise ingeniously plotted novel—that for some readers may tangentially evoke another 
movie, Groundhog Day—rings true and stimulates the imagination. Schrefer masterfully evokes 
and maintains suspense that keeps the pages turning briskly while still taking the time to limn 
the two boys’ touching, moving relationship. If all of this is a space opera, readers will want an 
encore. Bravo.—Michael Cart for Booklist

#Science Fiction, #Queer, #Romance, #Space

On a Sunbeam by Tillie Walden

When Mia joins a crew tasked with restoring abandoned space ruins, it’s clear she’s running 
from something. But between the hard work and the spirited characters of her shipmates, 
there’s hardly time to dwell on it. Interspersed flashbacks of strong-willed Mia at her all-girls 
boarding school hint at her troubles—a burgeoning romance with her classmate Grace, sneaking 
into the gym to (disastrously) try flying a small ship—but it’s not until she and her crewmates 

Related 
reading, 

continued

https://www.booklistonline.com/Decelerate-Blue-Adam-Rapp/pid=8567530
https://www.booklistonline.com/The-Darkness-outside-Us/pid=9746250
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